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Just when I thought Charlie Banana diapers couldn’t get any cuter, they released The Royal Collection!  Meet The Will and The Kate:

Oh. Em. Gee!!

Click to enlarge!

Aren’t those just the most darling cloth diapers you’ve ever seen?!  Designer Matthew Langille used the design of Britain’s flag as his inspiration to create these bright and
eye-catching tributes to the Royal couple.  I LOVE THEM!  Check out how stylin’ Lily looks in her Kate diaper! It is a perfect bright and cheery pattern for summer (and
any other season for that matter), and I can’t wait to get my hands on a swim diaper as well!

And did you hear the other exciting news from Charlie Banana? I already announced this back in April, but it is so awesome that I have to say it again: Charlie Banana can
now be found in select Target stores! Yay!  I shop at Target at least once a week, and I’m seriously so excited to have Charlie Banana diapers at my fingertips! For a list of
Target stores that carry Charlie Banana, click here.

To read my other reviews of Charlie Banana, click here, here, and here! If you haven’t noticed, I LOVE this diaper brand! They are well-designed so they fit well, contain
messes (too much fruit has made for some really gnarly diapers), are as easy to use as a disposable diaper, and are quite trim, which means that clothes fit like they would
over a disposable. Seriously awesome diapers!

connect with Charlie Banana ::
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“Like” on Facebook
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Charlie Banana Royal Collection One Size Cloth Diapers :: $21.88 each

*The product in this review was provided to me for the purpose of conducting this review. All opinions expressed in this review are my own.*
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Author: Jessica

the flower child :: Jessica is a tree-hugging, cloth diapering, baby wearing momma to a very smart little girl {& 2 fur babies} & is happily married to her very best friend.
She's an English major/geek who loves words, poetry & literature. She enjoys good food & beer, nature & animals, summer, rainbows, planning parties, photography,
crafting, music, boho-chic fashion, shaking her bootie, & being outdoors.
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This Video Is Awesome

Have You Ever Wished You Could
Fly? See How it Feels in This Video!

YouTube.com

Your Ad Here

{giveaways}

alison faith levy children's music CD :: 06.08
bob the builder adventures by the sea :: 06.12
squatchi :: 06.12
gund boo or lena the lamb :: 06.13
step2 naturally playful woodland climber :: 06.14
thomas nelson: hermie God listens when I pray :: 06.14
hope harris' picasso, that’s who! cd :: 06.14
$50 nosilla organics gift card :: 06.16
baby cakes by ginny b $40 gift certificate :: 06.14
welch's natural spreads recipe kit :: 06.16
welch's fruit snacks :: 06.19
SIGG kids bottle :: 06.19
fleming clothing :: 06.21
$50+ worth of sunrype products :: 06.22
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